Information letter week 27-32
Luleå University of Technology

For many, this is the last week before the holiday, others have a few weeks left. Whatever the case, the weather has been incredibly beautiful lately!

For me, soon to be vacationing and with reclaimed boat interest, I really look forward to spending time in the archipelago. Above all, I look forward to receiving a recovery after a year that has been both content-rich, exciting and demanding on several levels.

With this I thank you for the past year and look forward to resuming the information letters again from week 32.
Happy summer!

Coming/Ongoing activities w27-32

Overall Campus
Previously implemented adjustments of the business at Akademiska Hus office still apply.

Measures to reduce the risk of spreading the Corona virus have been taken by both Akademiska Hus and its suppliers and weekly dialogs to evaluate the situation is taken.

Outdoor environment
A lot of work is ongoing, mainly along Regnbågsallén. We apologize for the disturbance and appeal that everyone respects the barriers.

Spring cleaning of Campus is completed, and work is ongoing with summer maintenance of primarily greenery and plantings.

Luleå Energi’s planned valve replacement at district heating has been delayed and will be implemented in early August. Still, no roads will be blocked, but limited accessibility will apply.

Regnbågsallén
Opened for pedestrian and bicycle traffic between the A- & D-house and the intersection Regnbågsallén-Vintergatan. Vehicle traffic is referred to Northern Geogränd or Regnbågsallén between the A- & D-building from Tekniktorget.

The work between the B- & E-house has started and it will be closed for passage, referral via Laboratoriegård. Affected entrances to the B-house, E7 & E9, will be held alternately open.

During the summer, the screen-ceilings at the C-house entrances to Regnbågsallén will be removed during the summer to ease access for the renovation of Regnbågsallén. They will be replaced in connection with the renovation of exterior walls in the C-house.

The fire central in the C-house will be replaced during week 27.

Façade completions and interior work are carried out throughout the summer at the U- and V-pavilions.

B/β-house
Installation of a cooling system on the beta-house roof continues during the summer.

C-house
The planning for the replacement of exterior walls is ongoing. The remodeling of the former Career Center to Project Studio at Akademiska Hus for upcoming projects, is ongoing during the summer, with a break for a few holiday weeks.

The screen-ceilings at the entrances C12 and C14 towards Regnbågsallén will be removed during the summer to ease access for the renovation of Regnbågsallén. They will be replaced in connection with the renovation of exterior walls in the C-house.

The fire central in the C-house will be replaced during week 27.

D-house
Nothing to report

E-house
Extension of lab E631 is carried out during the summer.

Ventilation measures in E603 are implemented during the summer.

Conversion of E900E to lab is carried out during the summer.

Moving of lighting and painting job is carried out in E1103.

Installation of compressed air in the E550 is carried out during the summer.

On Tuesday, week 27, supplementary samples will be taken from the concrete floors for the previously performed indoor environment investigation.
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**F-house**

Projecting for measures of walls at Heavy Lab as well as Graphic Services is ongoing. Work is expected to begin later this summer.

Minor renovation work in Gelbe is completed before the holiday. The premises is being set up for the establishment office for NCC’s contract in the C-house.

Final consultation for the T-Pavilion will be held on Monday, week 27.

**K-house**

Renovation of the exterior wall continues according to plan.

**Students House**

Nothing to report.

**Polstjärnan**

NCC is continuing finalizing of external areas.

Construction of bicycle storage west of the house is ongoing.